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There it was in black and white: on July 4, 
1984, the NEW YORK TIMES proclaimed that 
physicists had finally found the sixth quark 
- the last member of that mysterious family 
of elementary particles that buzz around 
inside the atomic nucleus . The announce-
ment conjured up images of intent men and 
women in white peering into their apparatus 
and saying "Ah ha! There it i.s! The sixth 
quark! What a beauty!" 
By chance, a physicist friend from California 
was visiting that day - a young MacArthur 
fellow "genius .. who's c:redit~d witli discov-
ering the nature of the "glue" that binds 
quarks together. He didn't seem impressed 
by the announcements. In 
fact, he was somewhat 
amused. You see, he 
explained, the machine 
that had "found .. the 
quark had been shut 
down for more than six 
months. More, the data 
from the experiment had 
been analyzed at least 
three months earlier. The 
results were well known. 
"What the announcement 
means," he said, .. is that 
they finally agreed on 
what they saw." 
This story has much to 
say about the nature of 
scientific knowledge. It . 
is not, as we so often think,. a collection of 
objective facts and unbiased observations 
that sprout in hermetically sealed environ-
ments, unsullied by human minds and 
hands. "On closer analysis,"' writes science 
historian Paul Feyerabend,"wc even find 
that science knows no 'hare fact,;' at all, but 
that all the 'facts' that enter our knowledge 
are already viewed in a certain way." Facts 
come clothed in history, colored by context. 
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Science is less a statement of truth than a 
running argument. As it turns out, the scien-
tific method isn't so "scientific" after all. 
Heresy? Not at all. Most scientists would 
probably agree with physicist Robert March 
of the University of Wisconsin that rules of 
objectivity only apply to the way facts and 
ideas are tested. Discovery is quite another 
matter. "Tune and time again," March has 
written," ... a remarkable pattern of discovery 
has repeated itselt a lucky guess based on 
shaky arguments and absurd ad hoc 
assumptions gives a formula that turns out 
to be right, though at first no one can see 
why on earth it should be." 

Ideas like Einstein's rela-
tivity, Bohr's atom, and 
Copernicus's sun-cen-
tered solar system went 
against most current · 
facts - not to mention 
most common sense . 
"Copernicanism and 
other essential ingredi-
ents of modern science 
survived only because 
reason was frequently 
overruled in the past,,. 
Feyerabend has written. 
The truth is that science 
couldn't be completely 
objective even if it want-
ed to be . Take Galileo, 
turning his gaze toward 

Jupiter for the first time through his tele-
sc_ope on Jan. 7, 1610. Lo and behold, what 
should he see but "three little stars" -
moons of Jupiter!"Galileo's colleagues didn't 
oat him on the back for his remarkable dis-
~overy. Much more sensibly, they thought he 
was seeing an optical illusion. After all, the 
lenses in a telescope distort images (as does 
the lens in your eye). In Galileo's day, they 
produced rainbow rings around everything 
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,nore Ul<ely that chologi<;41 exp•""'"" ,.M0 wn outsid• th 
one observed. So wasn 1 h argues, ., to be far better J<o,u 

the visions Galileo saw - craters on t e 
,noon, ,noons around Jupiter- we~ _also trade.• h· Subjects 

. such distortions, rather than reflecttoN of The experiment is simple_ enougd. !',{OSI of 
the dear objective i;uth? are asked to identify playu>S car s. anom· 1 the cards are normal, but some are 
Now compare Galileo and his silnp • appa- alous• a red six of spades, tor example, or a 
ratus with inodern-day astronoiners who black tour of hearts- SubjedS usually ha-v• no 

. stargaz• thrOugh arnys of radiotelescopes trouble whatsoever identifying th• normal 
-onitored by computers, and you see why 1 "d tify the AA• cards correctly, but they a so 1 en 
you hav• a problem- . anomalous card• as if they were normal. 
But th••• are inere teclmicalities. The real 'Without apparent }lesitation or 
problem is that even the inost Like the rest puzzle,nent, • writes Kuhn, 
objective researchers have to . . they will identify a black tour 
focus before they can see, of US, saentzsts of hearts, for e,ca,nple, as th• 
which means they have to see what they four of spades. Only after manY. 
decide_ wh"': to look- This fun· expect to see. facts exposures do they realize that 

--its their options. Even theonsts . something unusual is going on. 
must focus their thoughts. As come clothed in d 

Kuhn cornpares this to the way 
Einstein said, ., If t~e history, colore by scientists perceive (or don't per-
researc~er went about h1s context. Science ceive) the unexpected in nature-
work without any precon- . , · h 1 · ceived opinion, how should he IS i£SS a statement 'In science, as ,n t e P ayu,g 

h ha 
card experiment, novelty 

be able at all to se_lect out of trut t n a emerges only with difficulty, 
those facts from the unmense running araument · abundance of the ,nost com• . o- . manifested by reS1

5t
ance, 

plex experience, and just those agajnst a background pn,-videc\ 
which are simple enough to by expectation. Initially, onlr. 
permit lawful connections to the anticipated and usual -
be evident?' experienced even under cir• 

cumstances where anomaly is 

Preconceived opinion is the leN in the eye of science. In later to be. observed.• 
fact, for MIT science historian Like the rest of us, scientists 
n,o,nas Kuhn-who has prob- tend to see what they expect to 
ably w,itten inore about this see. DarWin once spent a whole 
subject than anyone else -nor• day in a ri-ver -valley and saw 
,nal scientific research is • a •nothing but water and plain 

. strenuous and devoted attempt rock,' Eleven years later he 
· · tO fori:e nii.tur! into the ConiieptU.al b0x1'5 · ·· -Walkea ·in-ilui "sa,ne valley, this time Jooiclng · · 

supplied by professional education.• Not for evidence of glaciers- •1 usure you," he 
that he thinks this is necessarily a bad thing. wrote a friend," an extinct volcano could 
These conceptual boxes· are like telescopes hardly leave more evident traces of its activi-
and miaoscopes that let researchers zero in ty and vast powers ..• The valley about here 
on things and therefore "penetrate existing must once have been covered by at least 
knowledge to the core." Preselection is an eight hundred or a thou.-nd feet in thick· 
essential step in the process. ness of solid ice!"' Once he knew what to 
At the same time, it certainly changes ·the look for, it was easy enough to find. 
way scientists (and other people) see things. Scientific objectivity is inevitably blurred by 
Kuhn makes this point by describing a psy- the biases built into human perception. So 
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perhaps it's the human element that ought to 
be eliminated. Perhaps we should let 
machines do our sdehce for U!S. Wouldn't 
that make research more objective? 

In some simple senses, yes. (Computers can 
certainly keep better track of subatomic 
encounters than people can.) But when it 
comes to interpretation, a computer is biased 
by the very nature of its"thought processes" 
(not to mention the thought processes of its 

. programmer). Truth to a computer is a mat• 
ter of yes or no, on or off, one or zero. It 
can't even conceive of an irrational number 
like pi - much less deal with the paradoxes 
of quantum mechanics. Compute:- th.inking 
is clear, linear, logical. The real world ( even 
the real mathematical world) is tangled, 
paradoxical, complicated. By the time pro-
grammers break ideas down into bits that 
computers can assimilatae, they've already 
made scores of assumptions. Computers are 
like people in that the answers they get 
depend on how they fr..me their questions. 
Even if a computer conld spew out a few 
completely objective facts, it would be of lit-
tle interest to scientists, who tend to · find 
naked facts fairly useless. Lewis Tnom.a.s, for 
one, calls something a 5cientific fact only 
"when the data, taken together mean some-
thing." He likes to quote Albert Szent-
Georgi' s remark that "discovery consists of 
seeing what everybody has seen and think-
ing what nobody has thought." It's one thing 
to know objectively that the temperature 
outside is 75 degrees, but it won't tell you 
much about the weather. 
How is it, then, that for n,ost pe"ple, "sci-
entific" has come to be nearly synonymous 
with "'objective"? Historians like Kuhn and 
Feyerabend blame it on how science is 
taught and presented to the public. "A little 
brainwashing," S"'Y'S the latter," will go a long 
way in making the history of science duller, 
simpler, more uniform, more 'objective,· and 

more easily accessible to strict a. 
unchangeable rults," 
This l:n•aifiwashlni Fi!yerabend thinks, does 
a terrible disservice to science. Cutting some 
cracks in the armor of scientific "objectivity" 
isn't about to knock science off its pedestal. 
Quite the contrary. Acknowledging the 
essential subjectivity of science makes it 
stronger by keeping the doors open to 
interpretation. Accepting a single, objective 
rruth, on the other hand, means that some 
day that door will be closed. "Unanimity of 
opinion may be fitting for a church, for the 
frightened or greedy victims of some 
(ancient or modem) myth, or for the weak 
and willing followers of some tyrant," he has 
written. "Variety of opinion is necessary for 
objective knowledge." 
So is science essentally a sham? Is one per-
son's opinion as good as another's? Is there 
no such thing as scientific truth? On the con-
trary, science earns its reputation for objec-
tivity by treating the perils of subje~vity 
with the greatest respect. That's why _science 
is so sticky about testing its results - espe-
cially against other results. The true mea-
sure of scientific objectivity is consensus, 
as my MacArthur friend pointed oul 

Farsighted scientists always try to keep an 
eye out for the distortions that inevitably are 
formed by the lens in the mind's eye. A few 
months ago, I was talking with another 
?vfacArthur fellow who's working on com-
plex theories of superstrings that exist in ten-
dimensional space and may explain how all 
particles and forces are tied together. He 
said he was always afraid of being like the 
guy who looked under the lamppost for 
his keys because it was the only place he 
could see. It reminded me of the words of 
the inimitable Richard Feynman: "Science 
is a long history of learning how not to 
fool ourselve!i." 
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